
SPARRING FOR SCIENCE

DATE: 22 FEB 2023

DAY:WEDNESDAY

TIMING: 9.00 AM TO 2.50 PM

VENUE: CONFERENCE HALL, SVCE

The SPARRING FOR SCIENCE 2.0 was organized by the SVCE Science Club was held

on 22 FEB 2023. This was the event conducted especially for the 1st 2nd 3rd and 4th

year students of SVCE .

The event started with a prayer song to seek the blessings from the God and the

gathering was then welcomed by Dr.N.R. Sheela, Coordinator of SVCE Science

Club, who gave the gathering words of encouragement.

The whole event was divided into 2 parts A) The Debate and B) The Finals where

only 5 teams got to compete. A total of about 20 teams participated in this event

out of which 5 teams were selected to go on head-to-head in the finals.

The event started of with students being divided into teams of three and each

being assigned with their respective countries. The first problem they had to find a

solution for was about COVID-19 and how it impacted the respective countries.

The students were marked for their clarity relevance and fluency by the judges.

Then the results were announced for round 2 named SABOTAGE where in the 5

finalist groups were assigned their respective countries then the problem

statement was shown. The teams were given some powers and some amount of

money to use and this happened in 2 rounds. The round was literally what it

meant i.e., to SABOTAGE the other countries and make sure you win using the

money and powers you had.

It was a very fun and well-organized event which made sure to make participants

stand on the edge and think on their feet. The results are yet to be announced.
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PICTURES TAKEN DURING THE EVENT
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